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Abstract: Underwater target detection (UTD) is one of the most attractive research topics in hy-
perspectral imagery (HSI) processing. Most of the existing methods are presented to predict the
signatures of desired targets in an underwater context but ignore the depth information which is
position-sensitive and contributes significantly to distinguishing the background and target pixels.
So as to take full advantage of the depth information, in this paper a self-improving framework is
proposed to perform joint depth estimation and underwater target detection, which exploits the depth
information and detection results to alternately boost the final detection performance. However, it is
difficult to calculate depth information under the interference of a water environment. To address this
dilemma, the proposed framework, named self-improving underwater target detection framework
(SUTDF), employs the spectral and spatial contextual information to pick out target-associated pixels
as the guidance dataset for depth estimation work. Considering the incompleteness of the guidance
dataset, an expectation-maximum liked updating scheme has also been developed to iteratively exca-
vate the statistical and structural information from input HSI for further improving the diversity of
the guidance dataset. During each updating epoch, the calculated depth information is used to yield
a more diversified dataset for the target detection network, leading to a more accurate detection result.
Meanwhile, the detection result will in turn contribute in detecting more target-associated pixels as
the supplement for the guidance dataset, eventually promoting the capacity of the depth estimation
network. With this specific self-improving framework, we can provide a more precise detection result
for a hyperspectral UTD task. Qualitative and quantitative illustrations verify the effectiveness and
efficiency of SUTDF in comparison with state-of-the-art underwater target detection methods.

Keywords: hyperspectral image (HSI); self-improving; expectation-maximum; spectral and spatial
contextual information; terminal condition

1. Introduction

Hyperspectral imagery (HSI), recording hundreds of narrow bands from the elec-
tromagnetic spectra, possesses two spatial dimensions and one spectral dimension to be
considered as a three dimension (3D) data cube [1–4]. Different from traditional visual
systems, HSI pays more attention to spectral information instead of texture or location
information, where specific material has its unique reflectance spectrum, named a spectral
signature. With the development of remote sensing, it has been widely used in both civilian
and military applications for several years including marine exploration, agricultural man-
agement, and mineral detection [5–9]. Target detection is one of most significant research
focuses on HSI data processing, which can be interrupted as a binary classifier to determine
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whether the given pixel belongs to target or background spectrum. Recent research [10–14]
reveal that hyperspectral target detection (HTD), which employs the signature of desired
target as prior knowledge, is capable of finishing a detection mission without any spatial
information and achieves remarkable performance in most land-based scenarios.

Inspired by the success of land-based HTD, a corresponding question arises: How
does one exploit HSI to detect underwater targets? An obstacle to answer this question is
that the interference of a water environment would undermine the spectral information of
underwater targets, rendering them indistinguishable with surrounding water columns.
Related research works [15–20] might provide a partial solution for this issue and they can
be roughly divided into three categories.

In the first category, the underwater target detection (UTD) is implemented with two
stages. First of all, the HSI dataset is utilized to retrieve the inherent optical properties
(IOPs) of water columns and the depth information of underwater targets with a general-
ized likelihood ratio test (GLRT)-based bathymetric filter. Subsequently, these calculated
parameters contribute to predicting the signatures of desired targets in an underwater
context with bathymetric models [21–24], and then the detection task will be conducted by
land-based HTD methods. The main perspective adopted by these kinds of methods is em-
bedding the bathymetric models into land-based HTD methods with the assistance of GLRT
theory. However, owing to the limitation of GLRT theory, IOPs and depth information
parameters could not be estimated as precise as possible and the estimation error would
subsequently impair the final detection accuracy. However, the parameters estimation
can only be accomplishedonly if adequate prior knowledge of the water environment is
available, which seems to be impossible in practical application.

As for the second category, the IOPs of water environments and depth information of
targets are also required before detection. Instead of exploiting the statistical information
of the HSI dataset, mathematical optimization methods (such as SOMA [25]) are employed
to retrieve water IOPs which could provide better performance but cost more time. Then,
with the help of a bathymetric model and water IOPs, a specific target space is developed to
tackle the depth information missing issue and the final result will be attained by manifold
learning-based methods. The drawback of such kinds of methods is that mathematical
optimization methods and manifold learning would make solving process computationally
expensive, especially in deposing the large-scale datasets.

In terms of the third category, band selection (BS) methodology are integrated into a
land-based HTD method to jointly detect specific underwater targets. At the very begin-
ning, this usually resorts to a suitable BS method to pick up a band subnet with spectral
wavelengths specifically associated with targets of interest while reducing the dimension
of the origin dataset. In the following, they are presented to transform the subnet of HSI
into an underwater image. Finally, the classical land-based HTD methods are employed to
acquire the detection result from this generated underwater imagery. Unfortunately, these
methods can only work if the targets of interest are located at shallow positions since they
merely focus on the structure information of input data but take no consideration about
the bathymetric mechanism of the water environment.

Along with the development of the first two categories, we propose a novel general
underwater detection framework which takes advantage of depth information rather than
relying on the prior knowledge of the water environment. Meanwhile, the deep learning
methodology is employed to tackle detection and depth estimation problems. In this
way, we need not make statistical assumptions and can achieve the desired results with
an acceptable computational workload. Inspired by the expectation-maximum theory, a
specific updating scheme is proposed to jointly perform depth estimation for promoting
the final performance in a self-improving manner, eventually managing to accomplish the
simultaneous detection of different targets locating in deep positions.

Basically, the proposed network is composed of three main phrases: Guidance dataset
selection, depth estimation, and target detection. Firstly, a specific anomaly detector is de-
signed with different existing anomaly detection methods and ensemble learning methodol-
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ogy to select the target-associated pixels as training data for following the depth estimation
network. Secondly, we design a special autoencoder as the depth estimation network
fitting the weight parameters in an unsupervised fashion and yielding the depth map from
the given HSI. Then, the under-sampling scheme is exploited to create a class balanced
training dataset for a detection network based on the calculated depth map. The detection
network can be explained as a binary classifier which devotes to dividing the input HSI
pixels into two groups based on their spectral characteristics. Note that, with the assistance
of detection results, more target pixels can be selected and fed to replenish the training
data of the depth estimation network. Finally, a self-improving iteration scheme repeats
the last two phrases of SUTDF until it reaches the terminal condition.

The main perspective adopted in this research work is that the better the depth
estimation network is trained, the more diversifiedthe training dataset is available for the
detection network. Then, we can attain a more precise detection map and it will in turn
contribute to the growth of the training dataset for the depth estimation network. With the
accumulations of alternated processes, a promising detection performance is achievable
with the depth information of desired targets.

In summary, the main contributions of this work can be exhibited as follows:

• We develop a general detection framework named SUTDF to jointly perform depth
estimation and target detection by using the depth information of desired targets. To
the best of our knowledge, it is the first time that an UTD method could tackle the
simultaneous estimation of depth information and detection result;

• To attain a more precise depth information estimation result, we establish an autoencoder-
form DNN which is based on bathymetric models and can be trained unsupervised.
Meanwhile, we also develop a specific binary classifier as the detection network for the
sake of achieving a remarkable detection performance;

• A self-improving iteration scheme is used for the updating of SUTDF, where the depth
estimation network and the detection network alternately iterates to boost the final
detection performance. With the accumulation of such processes, a satisfied detection
performance and the corresponding depth estimation result are available in general
underwater scenes.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces the
basic knowledge used in our research. In Section 3, we exhibit all the details about the
proposed method. The experimental comparisons and method analyses are presented in
Section 4. In Section 5, we make a comprehensive conclusion.

2. Preliminaries

In this section, to further demonstrate our research work, the bathymetric model
developed in hyperspectral oceanography will be briefly introduced. Furthermore, EM
theory has also be mentioned subsequently, which is essential for updating the SUTDF.

2.1. Bathymetric Model

Generally speaking, the bathymetric model, depicting the generation process of sensor-
observed spectrum in an underwater HSI, can be interpreted as a specific mathematical
formula. Although intuitively, the aforementioned generation process can be illustrated in
Figure 1. The sunlight firstly enters into the body of water and then is reflected by the water
columns or targets of interest. During this transmission process, a considerable amount of
attenuation will be imposed on the sunlight owing to the interference of the surrounding
water. Therefore, the hyperspectral sensor would gather the reflectance spectra derived
from water columns and the desired targets with the influence of water attenuation. More
specifically, sensor-observed underwater spectrum represents a linear combination of two
different kinds of reflectance spectra while the weight coefficients are determined by water
attenuation [26]. Then, the general bathymetric model can be formulated as:

r(λ) = r∞(λ)
(

1− e−(kd(λ)+kc
u(λ))H

)
+

rB(λ)

π
e−(kd(λ)+kb

u(λ))H , (1)
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where r(λ) is the sensor-observed spectrum, r∞(λ) represents the reflectance spectra
derived from water column, and rB(λ) denotes the prior information of targets. kd(λ)
refers to the attenuation coefficient associated with the downwelling procedure while kb

u(λ)
and kc

u(λ) represent the attenuation coefficients of the upwelling procedure. H is the depth
information of underwater water substance.

In Equation (1), r∞(λ) and rB(λ) can be regarded as the prior knowledge but the rest
of the parameters are required to be figured out before detection. Among all the unknown
parameters, H is one of the most vital parameters which decides the water environment
to “optical shallow” or “optical deep” [17]. When the location is too deep to permit any
light from reaching the underwater substance, H will tend to be positive infinity and the
bathymetric model is going to degrade as a target-free model:

r(λ) = r∞(λ). (2)

Water Columns Underwater substances

Incoming 

Sunlight

Sensor-observed 

Spectrum

Hyperspectral

Sensor

Atmosphere

Sea Surface

Water 

Environment

Water  

Attenuation

Figure 1. An illustration of the generation process for sensor-observed spectrum.

2.2. EM Theory

Obviously, a labeled dataset is necessary for training a deep neural network. Unfortu-
nately, we can only collect the dataset with a fraction of labeled samples in practice. EM
theory is one of the prevalent methods to tackle this dilemma by updating the network in an
iteration scheme. The basic idea of this method in deep learning application is that labeled
data can be employed to train a model, and then the trained model in turn assists to predict
the labels of unlabeled data, while selecting the confident ones as new labeled training
data, named pseudo-labeled data. Let L and U denote the labeled data and unlabeled data,
and for a given network N, the EM method can be processed as follows:

• Step 1: Train N with L and then predict U with N;
• Step 2: Select some pseudo-labeled samples from U for which N has the highest

confidence scores to construct a subset Ũ (Ũ ⊂ U);
• Step 3: Remove Ũ from U and add Ũ into L for generating a novel training data L̃;
• Step 4: Repeat Steps 1 ∼ 3 until the network converges.

In general, we denote the first step in the above process as E step, which figures out
the optimal weight parameters for DNN based on a limited labeled dataset. The second
and third steps will be merged into one step named the M step for dynamically yielding
reliable pseudo-labeled data.

3. Proposed Method

In this section, we will minutely demonstrate the framework of our proposed method.
So as to make full use of the prior knowledge of input HSI, a water IOPs retrieving method
called IOPE-Net [27] is employed to estimate the water-associated parameters (all the
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unknown parameters except depth information) mentioned in Equation (1). This effective
network develops a hybrid sequence structure to retrieve the water IOPs from water HSI
in an unsupervised fashion and achieves an excellent estimation result. Therefore, in the
remainder of this paper, we assume that the water-associated IOPs parameters have been
well figured out by IOPE-Net beforehand, which can be considered as the prior information.

3.1. Self-Improving Underwater Target Detection Framework

SUTDF is a general underwater detection framework managing to achieve a promising
detection performance with depth information of desired targets. The depth information of
underwater targets turns out to be a favorable metric for UTD which is position-sensitive
and could contribute a lot to distinguishing the background and target pixels. Different
from other existing methods, the proposed framework uses the spectral and spatial contex-
tual information to establish the guidance dataset for activating the subsequent structures
while alleviating the effect of lacking prior information. Then, deep learning methodologies
are employed to jointly perform depth estimation and target detection in a data-driven
method. However, due to the limitation of spectral and spatial contextual information, the
depth estimation and target detection networks can merely achieve a partial solution. To
tackle this issue, we propose an expectation maximization liked updating scheme which
can make full use of the statistical and structural information of input HSI to literately
update the depth estimation and target detection networks for attaining the more satis-
fied results. As illustrated in Figure 2, SUTDF consists of two modules: Guidance Dataset
Selection Module and Joint Depth Estimation and Target Detection (JDETD) Module.
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Figure 2. The general framework of our proposed method.

Guidance dataset selection module is the initial part of SUTDF, which devotes to
creating the guidance dataset for the JDETD module. According to Figure 2, the depth
estimation network requires to be trained with the pixels containing targets of interest.
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Owing to the limitation of the prior knowledge, it is hard to pick out these target-associated
pixels from the input HSI directly. However, the target-associated pixels can be treated as
outliers that can be detected by hyperspectral anomaly detection methods. Therefore, a
specific joint anomaly detector is designed to find out outliers from the input HSI and we
set a high threshold to select the pixels with high confidence coefficients for generating
a guidance dataset. Note that, the high threshold improves the purity but decreases the
completeness of the guidance dataset simultaneously.

The JDETD module, comprising a depth estimation network, a target detection net-
work, and a specific self-improving iteration scheme, refers to the most vital part of SUTDF.
The overall flow of this module can be depicted as follows. With the contribution of the
guidance dataset, the depth estimation network is capable of generating the depth esti-
mation map from the input HSI. Then, an under-sampling strategy is utilized to produce
the training dataset for the target detection network and the detection map is available
after the target detection network has been well-fitted. Considering the incompleteness
of the guidance dataset, a self-improving iteration scheme is developed to update the
parameters of the above two networks for achieving a more accurate detection result.
During each iteration, the depth estimation map is employed to improve the capacity of the
target detection network by enlarging the diversity of the training dataset, while the more
accurate detection result will in turn promote the depth estimation performance via finding
out more target-associated pixels. When the training datasets for these two networks no
longer alter, the whole framework arrives to convergence stating that the information of
the desired targets and water environment has been maximally utilized with little initial
prior knowledge. Moreover, the JDETD module can use an underfitting depth estimation
network to promote the detection performance by a particular joint performing manner
rather than requiring the depth information to be well-estimated.

The concrete details of these two modules are exhibited in the following subsections.

3.2. Guidance Dataset Selection Module

As mentioned beforehand, we would utilize anomaly detection methods to select
the target-associated pixels from input HSI. However, a single anomaly detection method
would fail to make full use of the abundant spectral information, leading to a poor detection
performance. To address this issue, the detection of target-associated pixels is performed
by different typical anomaly detection methods and ensemble learning method. Primarily,
we employ a set of typical anomaly detection methods to dispose the input HSI:

Ak = f k(X), k = 1, 2, · · · , K, (3)

where X ∈ RL×B×W represents the input HSI, K is the amount of typical anomaly detection
methods, and f k and Ak ∈ RL×B refer to the k-th anomaly detection method and its
corresponding detection map. Considering the diversities of anomaly detection results,
four typical anomaly detectors RX [28], LRX [29], CRD [30], and AAE [31] are employed as
the anomaly detectors in this work. Then, the ensemble learning methodology is exploited
to fuse all the detection maps for generating a stable and comprehensive result. The fusion
strategy is based on weight voting theory and it can be demonstrated as follows:

âi,j =
∑K

m=1 am
i,j · g(am

i,j|τ)
K

, (4)

where âi,j and am
i,j are the entries in the i-th row and j-th column of the fusion result and

m-th anomaly detection result. g(x|τ) refers to threshold function, which is used to label
the anomaly detection result:

g(x|τ) =
{

0, x 6 τ
1, x > τ

(5)
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where 0 refers to background pixels and 1 represents target-associated pixels. Note that,
the mission of this joint anomaly detector is to select a few target-associated pixels rather
than finding out all of them. Consequently, the hyperparameter τ in Equation (5) will
be endowed with a large value for the sake of removing background pixels as much as
possible. Besides, considering the scale discrepancy among the detection results of different
anomaly detection methods, the normalization operation will be conducted before the
fusion process.

3.3. Joint Depth Estimation and Target Detection Module

There is no doubt that the JDETD module plays the most crucial role in SUTDF. This
specific module is made up of three components and the concrete information of these
components is demonstrated in the remainder of this subsection.

3.3.1. Unsupervised Autoencoder-Form Network for Depth Estimation

As mentioned beforehand, the water-associated parameters have been computed by
the IOPE-Net. That is, the bathymetric mentioned in Equation (1) will become a simple
function with the only variable depth information H. Besides, the sensor-observed spectra
are HSI and are also known as prior knowledge. Therefore, estimating the target depth
information can be transformed into finding out the solution of a linear equation with a
single variable. However, it is difficult to use typical mathematical convex optimization
(MCO) methods to solve this linear equation. On the one hand, due to the redundant
spectral information of input HSI, the rank of the coefficient matrix is smaller than the
rank of augmented matrix for the above linear equation. Under this condition, MCO is not
capable of finding out a real number solution. On the other hand, the impact of spectral
variability derived from environment factors will make it difficult for MCO methods to
acquire a stable result. Moreover, previous works [24,25] have confirmed that MCO is
time-consuming, especially in dealing with large-scale datasets.

A deep neural network is one of the prevalent techniques solving optimization prob-
lems by learning the characteristic of datasets, which is deemed to attain the global optimal
solution once the network has been well-fitted. Owing to being short of the ground-truth
about depth information, in this paper we propose an autoencoder-form depth estimation
network demonstrated in Figure 3. The structure of estimation network consists of two
components, named the encoder and decoder.

The encoder part, possessing two independent blocks, acts as a predictor to estimate
the depth information in this network. The first block is built with 1-D CNN, which devotes
to attaining middle-level, locally invariant, and discriminative features from the input
spectrum while eliminating the adverse impact of spectral variability. Given an input pixel
x = {xi}B

i=1 ∈ RB with B bands, the output of t-th layer in the first block is defined as:

y(t) =

 h
(

w(t) ∗ x + b(t)
)

, t = 1

h
(

w(t) ∗ y(t−1) + b(t)
)

, t ≥ 2
, (6)

where w(t) and b(t) are weight parameters of the t-th layer, ∗ denotes the convolution oper-
ation, and h refers to the nonlinear activation function contributing to impose nonlinearity
on the encoder network. In this work, ReLU [32] is exploited as the activation function,
which has been widely used to tackle the gradient vanish issue. The batch normalization
and dropout tricks are also applied to this CNN-based block for improving the speediness
of convergence. The second block is composed with the fully connected layers. It can flatten
the spectral features generated by the first block and use them to predict depth information.
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Figure 3. The overview of the autoencoder-form depth estimation network.

Regarding the decoder part, it is utilized to reconstruct the input spectrum according
to the predicted depth information. Unlike the traditional decoder, this network structure
does not own any weight parameters and can be interrupted as a linear transformer
to embed the bathymetric model into the depth estimation network. Several element-
wise math operation layers are devised in the decoder part, which correspond to the
bathymetric operation mentioned in Equation (1). After deposing by this specific decoder,
we can attain the reconstruction spectrum x̂ from the depth estimation result. Apart from
the spectrum reconstruction function, this decoder part also makes the depth estimation
network become model-driven and explainable. With the bathymetric model embedding
operation, our method follows the same physical background as existing research works
with the contribution of this specific decoder.

Obviously, the objective function is one of the most important factors for DNN, which
teaches the network how to adjust its parameters. In this work, we use a multi-criterion
reconstruction error containing three loss terms as the objective function. This particular
objective function devotes to depicting the spectral discrepancy from different aspects.

(1) Mean Square Error Loss: The first term is calculated by the l2 norm, which mea-
sures the spectral discrepancy with Euclidean distance:

LMSE = ‖x− x̂‖2, (7)

where ‖ · ‖2 is the l2 norm of a given vector. Under the favorable derivative characteristic,
this term is readily implemented by an existing deep learning framework (e.g., Pytorch).

(2) Spectral Angle Loss: The second item refers to the spectral angle loss between
input spectrum x and reconstruction spectrum x̂. This specific metric contributes to penal-
izing the spectral difference in the spectral shape aspect and its physical essence turns out
to be the spectral angle between x and x̂:

LS =
1
π

arccos
x · x̂

‖x‖2‖x̂‖2
. (8)

To unify the scales of different loss terms, we divide the spectral angle by a constant π
to map the value range [0, 1].

(3) Depth Value Constraint Loss: According to Figure 4, as the depth value increases,
the spectral distance between sensor-observed spectrum r(λ) and land-based spectrum
rB(λ) is becoming larger. However, the degree of this change in spectral distance gradually
decreases and finally turns into zero. In other words, when depth information exceeds
a certain value, altering the depth value would not have the impact on r(λ). This phe-
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nomenon would lead to the gradient vanishing problem if the depth estimation network
has not been well initialized and then predicts the depth information as a large value. The
precondition of figuring out the depth information is that the target-associated spectrum
should be distinguishable from the background spectrum. However, as the value of depth
information increases, the target-associated pixel will finally turn into the background
pixels. Therefore, the depth value constraint loss, which restricts depth information H
to a relatively small value, is required for contributing to the convergence of the depth
estimation network.
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Figure 4. The spectral distances between sensor-observed spectrum r(λ) and land-based spectrum
rB(λ) with different depth information.

To put everything together, the depth estimation network will fit its weight parameters
by the following multi-criterion objective function:

L = LMSE + λsLS + λH‖H‖2 (9)

where λs and λH are hyperparameters representing the importance of LS and ‖H‖2 for the
overall objective function. Both of these two parameters will be determined according to
the training datasets.

Glancing over the depth estimation network, the decoder part contributes to predicting
the depth estimation based on spectral characteristics and the objective function would
teach the decoder part how to predict depth information more precisely. Due to this
particular unsupervised training manner, we could acquire the depth information without
any ground-truth information. Moreover, this manner simultaneously guarantees that
when the input becomes a background pixel, noise point, or other target-associated pixel,
the estimation result will turn into a relatively large value which can be regarded as an
outlier in a depth map. It will help to eliminate the interference of environment factors and
then a more satisfied depth estimation performance is achievable for a given HSI dataset.

3.3.2. Binary Classifier Network for Target Detection

Underwater target detection can be implicitly explained as a binary classifier whose
assignment is categorizing all the pixels into a target group or background group. Fur-
thermore, the classification map and detection map have an identical physical essence
which are both used to represent a confidence coefficient of being the target or back-
ground for each pixel. Consequently, we design a binary classifier based on deep learning
methodology to finish the underwater target detection task. As illustrated in Figure 5,
this particular target detection network is comprised of four subnetworks: Feature extrac-
tion sub-network, feature transform sub-network, supervised training sub-network, and
detection sub-network.
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Figure 5. The constituents of the target detection network.

Feature extraction sub-network. The feature extraction is a stack of cascade DNN
blocks with different convolution steps. Here, in each block, there exists a convolution layer,
pooling layer, batch normalization, dropout, and nonlinear activation. Similar with the first
block in the encoder part, we employ this sub-network to refine the spectral information
provided with input HSI. Besides, it can also assist to reduce the network parameters, adapt
the spectral variability, and boost the generalization ability for the target detection network.

Feature transformation sub-network. The feature transformation sub-network is
made up of some fully connected layers containing different amounts of neurons, which is
utilized to predict the class probability for each pixel. This sub-network firstly flattens the
spectral features derived from the last sub-network for dimensionality reduction. Then, it
transforms the flattened feature vector into a two-dimensional prediction vector. To make
the sub-network more capable and stable, the nonlinear activation function and dropout
trick are also imposed between different fully connected layer blocks.

Supervised training sub-network. The proposed DNN-based binary classifier re-
quires to be trained in a supervised fashion. With the assistance of a depth estimation
network, we are capable of determining which pixels contain targets of interest. However,
these pixels only occupy a tiny percent of the total HSI, resulting in a class imbalance
problem. To address this problem, we adopt an under-sampling strategy to pick out a
suitable training dataset at the very beginning. After that, a softmax function is exploited
to transform the prediction vector yielded by feature transformation sub-network into a
probability distribution over different classes. Then, the supervised training sub-network
computes the logistic loss between the predict vector and the one-hot vector of training
labels to be the objective function. Finally, the depth estimation network is trained with the
calculated logistic loss and the stochastic gradient descent algorithm.

Detection sub-network. The detection sub-network is the final component of the
target detection network and it is exploited to determinate the category for each testing
pixel. Analogously, the detection sub-network only contains a softmax function. However,
compared with a supervised training sub-network, all the pixels of input HSI are fed into
this subnetwork to predict their categorical attributes, finally generating the detection map.
For the sake of attaining a confident detection result, a labeling strategy based on maximum
a posteriori probability criterion is proposed as follows:

l = arg max
i

p(y = i | x, N), i = 0, 1, (10)

where x is the input pixels and N refers to the target detection network. p(y = i | x, N)
represents the posteriori probability of class label i with a determinate input pixel x and
network N. This detection sub-network actually conducts the testing process to encode the
input HSI into a detection map consisting of numerous one-hot probability vectors.

3.3.3. Self-Improving Iteration Scheme

Under an ideal condition, we would manage to perform the underwater target de-
tection with aforementioned two networks. Unfortunately, the joint anomaly detector
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can not find out all the target-associated pixels with little prior information. Then, the
depth estimation network and target detection network will not be well fitted on account
of training with biased datasets. As a result, our proposed method can only provide a
suboptimal solution for the underwater target detection problem. In order to tackle this
dilemma, we decide to perform the joint depth estimation and underwater target detection
with a self-improving iteration scheme.

Different from other machine learning methods, DNNs possess a promising general-
ization capability so that the networks can achieve the correct results even if the inputs are
not contained in training dataset. Consequently, the testing result can be used to boost the
network with some specific principles [33]. However, if we employ the testing result of one
DNN to improve itself, the iteration process would be sensitive to bad examples and finally
crash owing to error accumulation. Therefore, in this work, we employ a depth estima-
tion network and detection network to alternately boost the entire detection performance.
Furthermore, there is no doubt that the generalization ability of a DNN is limited but
we can eliminate this limitation by designing an updating scheme for the whole network
based on the EM theory. In this way, we propose a self-improving iteration scheme which
contributes to improving the performance of joint depth estimation and underwater target
detection simultaneously by utilizing the training experience accumulation. Motivated by
above perspectives, the self-improving iteration scheme is conducted as follows.

At the very beginning, input HSI is divided into two groups: Target-associated
pixels set T0 and uncertain pixels set U0. We first consider the initial depth estimation
network E0 that is trained over the limited dataset T0. According to the analysis mentioned
above, it is achievable to label the uncertain pixels based on the depth estimation result.
Compared with background pixels, the depth information of target-associated pixels
possess two unique characters: (1) Their values are relatively small and (2) they occupy a
small percentage. Consequently, we select the pixels with depth values less than a certain
threshold ηt to label as targets. As for the threshold ηt, it is associated with the capability
of depth estimation network. With the training experience accumulating, the network
will perform better in depth estimation and then we can figure out the depth information
of targets locating in deeper positions. In this way, we need to dynamically increase the
value of threshold ηt during the updating process. Therefore, a time-varying threshold is
proposed to fit this specific requirement:

ηt = η∞ · (1− e−γt), (11)

where η∞ refers to the largest value of the threshold ηt, t denotes as the number of iterations,
and γ is the hyperparameter to control the growth rate. Then, we can pick out a target-
associated pixel subset U

′
from the uncertain pixels set U0 by:

U
′
= {x|E0(x) ≤ η0, x ∈ U0}, (12)

where E0(x) represents the depth information calculated by the depth estimation network
E0 for an uncertain pixel x.

In the following, the subset U
′

is exploited to generate the novel target-associated
pixels set T

′
0 (T

′
0 = U

′ ∪ T0) and uncertain pixels set U
′
0 (U

′
0 = U0−U

′
). Meanwhile, we can

acquire the training data D0 for initial target detection network C0 with the under-sampling
strategy (randomly sample a pixel subset with the same sample capacity as T

′
0 from U

′
0 to be

background pixels). Using the dataset D0, we update the target detection network C0 and
select a new subset of target-associated pixels U

′′
according to the following calculation:

U
′′
= {x|p(y = target | x, C0) > 1− η0, x ∈ U

′
0}, (13)

where p(y = target | x, C0) > 1− η0 represents the probability of being a target-associated
pixel calculated by the target detection network C0 for an uncertain pixel x. In the same way,
the new target-associated set T1 (T1 = T

′
0 ∪U

′′
) and uncertain pixel set U1 (U1 = U

′
0 −U

′′
)
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are available and they will be utilized to update the depth estimation network E1. We
would repeat this process until the performances of the depth estimation network and
target detection network do not improve any more.

In summary, the total process of the proposed framework is shown in Algorithm 1.
It is noticeable that we employ the network parameters derived from the penultimate
training epoch instead of the last one since the network parameters in last training epoch
have been overfitting.

Algorithm 1 The total process of the proposed framework.

Input: HSI X, anomaly detection methods set { f i}K
i=1, hyperparameters τ, γ and η∞

Output: Underwater target detection map and depth map
1: for i = 1, 2, · · · , K do
2: Compute the result Ak with k-th anomaly detector according to Equation (3);
3: end for
4: Figure out joint anomaly detection result by Equation (4);
5: Construct target-associated pixels set T0 and uncertain pixels set U0 according to

threshold τ;
6: Initialize a depth estimation network E0;
7: Initialize a target detection network C0;
8: i← 0;
9: while Ei and Ci do not converge do

10: Calculate the dynamic threshold ηi by Equation (11);
11: Train Ei with Ti;
12: Generate a target-pixels subset U

′
from Ui based on:

U
′
= {x|Ei(x) ≤ ηi, x ∈ Ui};

13: Update T
′
i ← Ti ∪U

′
;

14: Update U
′
i ← Ui −U

′
;

15: Establish training data Di by under-sampling from U
′
i according to T

′
i ;

16: Train Ci with Di ;
17: Generate a target-pixels subset U

′′
from U

′
i based on:

U
′′
= {x|p(y = target | x, Ci) > 1− ηi, x ∈ U

′
i};

18: Update Ti+1 ← T
′
i ∪U

′′
;

19: Update Ui+1 ← U
′
i −U

′′
;

20: i← i + 1;
21: end while
22: Calculate the depth map by feeding x into Ei−1;
23: Figure out the detection map by feeding x into Ci−1;

4. Experiments

In this section, expensive experiments have been performed on different underwater
datasets to evaluate the performance of SUTDF. First of all, we briefly introduce the
necessary information about the employed datasets. Secondly, subsection Experiment Details
lists the employed evaluation criteria and parameters settings for all the experiments. Then,
two specific experiments are designed to validate the effectiveness of the innovativeness
proposed in Section 3. After that, we describe the underwater detection experiments
and their correspond discussions in detail. Finally, to comprehensively demonstrate our
proposed methods, several tests for method analysis are conducted in the rest of this section.

4.1. Dataset Description

In an ideal situation, all the experiments could be performed on real datasets. Unfor-
tunately, due to the novelty of a hyperspectral underwater target detection topic, there are
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no public hyperspectral datasets containing underwater targets. To tackle this issue, four
synthetic HSI datasets generated by the scheme mentioned in [17] are employed in our
experiments, which represent some specific targets locating in four different underwater
scenarios. As for the amount of objects in each dataset, we employ the spectra of one
material with four different depth information as the desired targets. Therefore, it can be
regarded that four different objects are contained in each dataset. The dataset generation
scheme can be summarized into the following seven steps:

• Step 1: Select a real-world underwater HSI as the background.
• Step 2 : Calculate the mean vector of this HSI as the reflectance vector of water column

background pixel r∞(λ).
• Step 3: Employ the IOPE-Net to retrieve the IOPs parameters kd(λ), kc

u(λ), and kb
u(λ)

from underwater HSI.
• Step 4: Choose several spectra of different materials from USGS spectral library [34]

as targets of interest rB(λ).
• Step 5: Exploit background pixel r∞(λ), IOPs parameters kd(λ), kc

u(λ), kb
u(λ), and

target spectra rB(λ) to figure out the corresponding underwater target spectra r(λ)
with different depth values H by Equation (1).

• Step 6: Impose the intra-class variability on the generated underwater target spectra
by adding Gaussian noise with mean vector µ and covariance matrix σ as follows:

r̂(λ) = r(λ)+ =
1√
2πσ

exp
(
− (λ− µ)2

2σ2

)
. (14)

• Step 7: Embed the noisy underwater target spectra r̂(λ) into real-world underwater
hyperspectral image at different spatial positions by replacing the pixels there.

(1) Synthetic Data Based on Simulated Turbid Water: The first synthetic dataset is
constructed with a simulated turbid water HSI whose water IOPs are provided by [22].
Meanwhile, the sheet metal material is appointed to be the targets of interest. The spatial
solution of this dataset is 100× 100 and it possesses 150 bands covering from 400 nm to
700 nm. In terms of the depth values, we place the noisy underwater targets at 0.1 m, 1 m,
2 m, and 3 m concurrently. The detailed information of this dataset has been illustrated in
Figure 6.

(2) Synthetic Data Based on Sea Water: The second synthetic dataset consists of
hyperspectral sea water image and reflectance spectra of alunite material. This HSI is
captured by Airborne Visible Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS) at a gullet locating
in Galveston Bay, Texas, whose wavelength ranges from 366 nm to 2495 nm at 9.5 nm
spectral solution. To further accomplish our experiments, an image chip with 384× 384
spatial solution was segmented out. Besides, we set the depth values of underwater targets
as 0.5 m, 1 m, 2.5 m, and 5 m. Similarly, we demonstrate the concrete information about
the second data in Figure 7.

(3) Synthetic Data Based on Lake Water: The background of the third synthetic
dataset is collect by Gaofen-5 satellite with Advanced Hyperspectral Imagery (AHSI)
in 2020. And the collection position is a scenario of Dongting Lake in Yueyang City,
Hunan Province, China. This specific hyperspectral lake image has 330 spectral bands
covering from 400 nm to 2500 nm and we select a 60× 60 chip as the experimental dataset.
Furthermore, the spectra of particle board material are collected as the desired targets
which are placed at the range of 0.1 to 5 m with an alterable step size. Figure 8 is exploited
to exhibit the specific information of this dataset.

(4) Synthetic Data Based on River Water: The last synthetic dataset is derived from a
hyperspectral river image and the spectra of nylon webbing material. This hyperspectral
river image depicts the underwater scenario of Nangang River positioning in Guangzhou
City, Guangdong Province, China. Unlike the other two real-world HSIs, this image has
a more narrow spectral range from 400 nm to 1000 nm with a 2.22 nm spectral solution.
Furthermore, considering the turbidity of this water scenario, the nylon webbing material is
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set as relevantly deep depths at 1 m, 3 m, 5 m, and 7 m. We segment out a experimental chip
with 180× 180 pixels as illustrated in Figure 9 with the minute information of the last dataset.
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Figure 6. Synthetic data based on simulated turbid water for experiment. (a) Image scene of simulated
turbid water; (b) distribution of desired targets; and (c) spectra of desired targets and main backgrounds.
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Figure 7. Synthetic data based on sea water for experiment. (a) Image scene of sea water; (b) distribution
of desired targets; and (c) spectra of desired targets and main backgrounds.
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Figure 8. Synthetic data based on lake water for experiment. (a) Image scene of lake water; (b) distribu-
tion of desired targets; and (c) spectra of desired targets and main backgrounds.
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Figure 9. Synthetic data based on river water for experiment. (a) Image scene of river water; (b) distri-
bution of desired targets; and (c) spectra of desired targets and main backgrounds.
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To summarize, detailed information of all the experimental datasets are listed in
Table 1 in numerical form. For simplicity, we abbreviate the names of these datasets to
“simulated water”, “sea water”, “lake water”, and “river water”.

Table 1. The summary of the important information for all experimental datasets.

Dataset Spatial Solution Band Numbers Target Material Depth Information

Simulated water 100× 100 150 Sheet metal material 0.1 m, 1 m, 2 m, and 3 m
Sea water 384× 384 224 Alunite material 0.5 m, 1 m, 2.5 m, and 5 m

Lake water 60× 60 330 Particle board material 0.1 m, 1 m, 2 m, and 5 m
River water 180× 180 270 Nylon webbing material 1 m, 3 m, 5 m, and 7 m

4.2. Experimental Details

In order to further describe the experiment results for our research work, we will
introduce the necessary experimental details in this section. Primarily, the evaluation
criteria employed to measure the performance of testing methods are presented at the very
beginning. Then, the remainder of this section shortly lists the experimental settings for all
the datasets.

(1) Evaluation Criteria: To evaluate the performance of testing methods qualitatively,
the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve is employed as a criterion. It is widely
acknowledged that ROC is the most commonly used metric in computer vision tasks,
which is presented to illustrate the correlation between false alarm rate (FAR) Pf and
target detection probability Pd [35]. Moreover, the FAR Pf reflects the percentage of falsely-
detected pixels for the whole image:

p f =
N f

N
(15)

where N f is the amount of falsely-detected pixels and N denotes the total number of pixels
in the image. Meanwhile, the target detection probability Pd refers to the ratio between
correctly-detected pixels and target pixels among the entire image:

Pd =
Nc

Nt
(16)

where Nc is the number of correctly-detected pixels and Nt represents the amount of target
pixels in the whole image. Note that the methods, having the ROC curve locating near
the top left of the coordinate plane, would exhibit a better detection performance in the
associated detecting tasks. Besides, the area under ROC curve (AUC) values have also
been figured out to attain a quantitative analysis about the detection result.

(2) Experimental settings: Threshold τ, threshold η∞, and growth speed control factor
γ are important hyperparameters for our experiments. The specific values of these param-
eters for different datasets are listed in Table 2. To construct the joint anomaly detector,
typical anomaly detectors RX, LRX, CRD, and AAE are selected as the fundamental factors.
Moreover, so as to further demonstrate the outperformance of the proposed method, the
following methods are exploited to make a comprehensive comparison with the proposed
method: (1) UTDF [17]; (2) GBF [18]; (3) CEM [36]; and (4) MF [37]. For all the testing
methods, the input HSIs will be disposed by the ATCOR model [38] for removing the
interference of the atmosphere. In addition, identical spectra of different materials are used
as the prior target spectral information. Finally, the accomplishments of our experiments
are supported by an Intel(R) Core (TM) i9-10920X CPU machine and 64 GB of RAM on
Windows 10 operating system (Microsoft, Redmond, American), while the related codes
are written with the assistance of the deep learning framework Pytorch 1.7.0 (Facebook,
Menlo Park, American).
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Table 2. The hyperparameters settings for different datasets.

Parameter Name Simulated Water Sea Water River Water Lake Water

Threshold τ 0.25 0.20 0.15 0.15
Threshold η∞ 0.3 0.35 0.3 0.2

Growth speed control factor γ 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.05

4.3. Component Analysis

In this section, some particular tests are designed to confirm the validation of the
viewpoints we put forward in Section 3.

(1) Effectiveness Evaluation of the Joint Anomaly Detector: In Section 3.2, we have
proposed a special joint anomaly detector which is assigned to select the target-associated
pixels. To verify whether this detector is capable of further finding out the target-associated
pixels, we employ four classical anomaly detection methods RX, LRX, CRD, and AAE to
make a comparison. The mission of joint anomaly detector is picking out a pixel subset only
containing target-associated pixels. Consequently, we calculate the FARs of the detection
results under different thresholds as the comparison metric. For convenience, we merely
perform this test on the first synthetic dataset and the calculation results are exhibited
in Figure 10 and Table 3. Obviously, the joint anomaly detector has achieved the lowest
FARs under all the given thresholds. Besides, this detector can achieve a satisfying FAR
even if the threshold has been set as a small value. These phenomena indicate that the
proposed anomaly detector can better eliminate the inference of background and attains a
target-associated pixels selection result containing less background pixels which is more
suitable for generating the guidance dataset.

(2) Effectiveness Evaluation of the depth value constraint on objective function: As
mentioned in Equation (9), a depth value constraint has been imposed on the objective
function. For the purpose of justifying whether depth value constraint has contributed
to the training process and final detection result, SUTDF without this specific constraint
has also been conducted on all the datasets. The training time and the AUC values of the
detection result are exploited as the criteria, which are demonstrated in Table 4. We use
characters Y and N (placed in parentheses) to present if the SUTDF has been trained with
depth value constraint.
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Figure 10. The FPR of different anomaly detection methods with some certain thresholds.
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Table 3. The FPR values of different methods with some certain thresholds for effectiveness evaluation
of joint anomaly detector.

Threshold Value
False Alarm Rate Values

RX LRX CRD AEE Joint Anamoly Detector

0.1 1 1 1 0.873 0.548
0.3 0.87 0.807 0.845 0.626 0.328
0.5 0.398 0.549 0.495 0.377 0.171
0.7 0.205 0.114 0.171 0.137 0.092
0.9 0.066 0.053 0.049 0.012 0.008

The bold entries represent the best performance in each row.

Table 4. The AUC values and training time for effectiveness evaluation of depth values constraint.

Dataset
AUC Values Training Time (in Seconds)

SUTDF (Y) SUTDF (N) SUTDF (Y) SUTDF (N)

Simulated water 0.92 0.84 36.308 58.471
Sea water 0.97 0.87 124.998 166.387

River water 0.91 0.78 72.686 104.748
Lake water 0.98 0.86 27.568 44.179

Average 0.945 0.8375 65.389 93.446
The bold entries represent the best performance in each row.

According to the last two columns of Table 4, it is effortless to find out the proposed
method with the depth value constraint requiring less training time. This result implies
that the depth value constraint will contribute to the speediness of network convergence.
The intuitive reason accounting for this phenomenon is that depth value constraint will
assist the gradient descent algorithm when it meets the stationary points or local optimal
points during the training process. As for the detection result, the depth value constraint
also significantly improves the detection performance containing a higher detection rate
and a lower FAR.

4.4. Underwater Detection Performance

In this section, we will exhibit the underwater detection performance derived from all
the datasets. As mentioned beforehand, two typical land-based target detection methods
CEM and MF are exploited as the baselines for the methods comparison. In addition, two
prevalent underwater detection methods have also been conducted to demonstrate a more
comprehensive comparison result.

First of all, we will show the detection performance from a visual aspect. Figure 11 has
demonstrated reference maps (such as ground truths and underwater detection maps) for
all the datasets. The SUTDF achieved the slightest visual discrepancy with ground truths
according to the visual judgement. Moreover, compared with other methods, SUTDF man-
aged to eliminate the adverse influence of background pixels, where the fewest background
pixels have been falsely detected in the detection maps. However, the typical land-based
target detection methods performed badly in all the datasets, which confirms that the target
background independent assumption no longer makes sense in underwater scenarios. As
illustrated in Figure 11b, the proposed method is capable of attaining satisfied detection
results even if the targets locate in relatively deep positions. This indicates that SUTDF
possesses a stronger capacity in detecting dim and weak targets, which will contribute to
broadening the application range of this specific framework in practice.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Figure 11. The underwater target detection results of compared methods for the all datasets. (a) Ground
truth of simulated, sea, river, and lake water datasets. (b) SUTDF. (c) UTDF. (d) GBF. (e) CEM. (f) MF.

So as to conduct the qualitative analysis of the detection results, the ROC curves of
(PD, PF) and (PD, Threshold) have been plotted as another two critical comparison metrics.
According to Figure 12, the ROC curves of (PD, PF) of our method remains over other
curves in all the experimental datasets except for the simulated water dataset. Moreover,
the ROC curves of (PF, Threshold) of the SUTDF located at the bottoms of other compared
methods for each dataset except the sea water dataset in Figure 13. Based on these two
evidences, we could conclude that SUTDF creates a superior detection performance with
the lower FARs.

For a quantitative comparison, the AUC values of (PD, PF) and (PF, Threshold) are
also calculated in this subsection. As listed in Table 5, the AUC values of SUTDF are higher
than other detection methods and all exceed 0.9. Especially in the lake water dataset,
the proposed method achieves a AUC score of 0.98, which is appropriate to the optimal
result. Furthermore, the average AUC value of (PD, PF) of our method is 0.945 while the
performance of the suboptimal detection method is only 0.8275. The statistical information
in Table 5 further verifies that SUTDF yields the optimum detection results among all the
compared detection methods. In terms of the FARs of the compared methods, the detailed
information is listed in Table 6. Notably, compared with all the testing methods, SUTDF
has achieved the best performance in FAR, although it fails to achieve the optimal result
in the sea water dataset. The AUC value of (PF, Threshold) of our method is larger than
the UTDF method in the sea water dataset, while the performance gap is 0.02 and can be
ignored in practical application. However, in other experimental datasets, the proposed
method attains the lowest FAR and the corresponding AUC values of (PF, Threshold) are
all under 0.12. The average value of (PF, Threshold) of SUTDF is 0.0445 which confirms
that SUTDF has successfully eliminated the interference of background pixels, leading to
the global lowest FAR.
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(a) (b)
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Figure 12. The ROC curves of (PD, PF) for the compared underwater target detection methods on a
(a) simulated water dataset, (b) sea water dataset, (c) river water dataset, and (d) lake water dataset.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 13. The ROC curves of (PF, Threshold) for the compared underwater target detection methods on
a (a) simulated water dataset, (b) sea water dataset, (c) river water dataset, and (d) lake water dataset.
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Table 5. The AUC values of (PD, PF) of underwater target detection results for compared methods
on all datasets.

Dataset
Area Under ROC Curves of (PD, PF)

CEM MF GBF UTDF UTD-Net

Simulated water 0.47 0.58 0.70 0.86 0.92
Sea water 0.54 0.54 0.64 0.90 0.97

River water 0.57 0.59 0.69 0.75 0.91
Lake water 0.54 0.56 0.65 0.80 0.98

Average 0.53 0.5675 0.67 0.8275 0.945
The bold entries represent the best performance in each row.

Table 6. The AUC values of (PF, Treshold) of underwater target detection results for compared methods
on all datasets.

Dataset
Area Under ROC Curves of (PF , Threshold)

CEM MF GBF UTDF UTD-Net

Simulated water 0.83 0.53 0.48 0.25 0.00
Sea water 0.52 0.52 0.22 0.01 0.03

River water 0.40 0.37 0.28 0.33 0.12
Lake water 0.54 0.55 0.46 0.38 0.02

Average 0.5725 0.4925 0.36 0.2425 0.0445
The bold entries represent the best performance in each row.

Exploring the generalization ability of the depth estimation provides an interesting
perspective since it is a vital performance metric for our method in practical application.
To prepare the datasets for this special experiment, we sample different experimental chips
from the simulated water, sea water, lake water, and river water HSIs with the sizes of
80× 80, 200× 200, 40× 40, and 150× 150 respectively and the desired targets with the
same depth information as the original datasets are also embeded into these experimental
chips. The network weight parameters derived from original datasets are transferred to
yield one of the comparison depth estimation network while the other one is generated
by training on the novel datasets. Note that the second network might possesses the best
depth estimation capacity since it represents the training results of the new datasets, which
is exploited as the reference to evaluate the decrease of estimation performance owing to
the transfer operation. In order to demonstrate the compared results in a numerical aspect,
the average depth estimation errors of all the target pixels are employed as the metric and
the corresponding results are plotted in Figure 14. According to this figure, we can get to
know that the performance gaps between two compared networks are slight for all the
datasets, which could be ignored in real-world applications. Moreover, it is surprising to
find that the performance gaps might be associated with the sizes of the datasets, since
the performance gap in the sea water dataset resulted in being the slightest one while the
performance gap in the lake water dataset refers to the most severe. In terms of the reason
accounting for this phenomenon, it could intuitively be interpreted by the fact that the
dataset with more training samples will lead to a better generalization performance.

Furthermore, due to the specific iteration training scheme, the convergence of training
process is also an important evaluation term for our proposed method. Obviously, depth
map, referring to be the output of the depth estimation network, can be exploited as a refer-
ence to determine whether SUTDF has converged. Based on this viewpoint, we employed
the discrepancy of depth maps between two iterations as a metric and a converging curve of
the self-improving procedure has been plotted in Figure 15. From this figure we can know
that the convergence speediness of framework is decreasing as the iteration number in-
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creases. Moreover, different datasets have disparate convergence iteration numbers which
might be determined by the capacity of the dataset. In our research work, the framework
trained with the lake water dataset requires the minimal convergence iteration number 7
while this dataset contains the least HSI pixels. On the contrary, the framework needs to go
through 17 iterations for fitting the sea water dataset well, whose spatial solution is the
highest among all the datasets.
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Figure 14. The results of exploring the generalization ability of each depth estimation network.
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Figure 15. The converging curve of the self-improving procedure for all the datasets.

Finally, we also calculate the execution time of different methods for an efficiency
comparison and the associated results are presented in Table 7. All the methods are carried
out on the experimental environment mentioned in Section 4.2. It is worth mentioning that
the learning-based methods always require considerable time in the training process. To
make a more fair comparison, in this paper we denote the execution time as how much
time a well-prepared method requires for deposing the given dataset. From Table 7 we
find that the CEM method processes testing datasets with the least average execution
time and land-based detection methods achieve the best efficiency performance for all the
datasets. However, the detection performances of these methods are so poor that they
can only detect the underwater targets being distinguishable from the water background.
The reason accounting for this phenomenon is these land-based methods do not take care
about the background interference. As for the proposed method, it can achieve the optimal
detection performance with the lowest FAR, while its time duration is tolerable as well.
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Table 7. Average execution time (in seconds) of the compared methods for all the datasets.

Dataset
Execution Time (in seconds)

CEM MF GBF UTDF UTD-Net

Simulated water 0.07272 0.02294 10.7841 15.8451 0.3518
Sea water 0.1276 0.3112 15.4782 24.1662 3.4795

River water 0.05086 0.1197 12.4119 19.4529 0.9172
Lake water 0.008924 0.004986 7.3684 11.4878 0.0818

Average 0.06502 0.1147 11.5017 17.7380 1.2076
The bold entries represent the best performance in each row.

Considering every aspect of the detection results, we have confidence to conclude that
SUTDF is capable of attaining an outstanding detection performance in most underwater
scenarios.

4.5. Method Analysis

In this section, we finish certain specialized tests to evaluate the influences of human
factors on the detection performance of our proposed method for a comprehensive method
analysis. As mentioned above, the hyperparameters γ and η∞ in Equation (11) may have
great impact on the detection performance. To measure the influences of these two vital
parameters, we perform the SUTDF on all the datasets with different combinations of
parameter values. The 3D figures are exploited to depict the AUC values of (PD, PF) of the
different experimental result, which are demonstrated in Figure 16. The γ and η∞ are both
changed from 0 to 0.5 with a fixed step size of 0.05. Based on the visual inspection, it is
easy to find that hyperparameter η∞ affects the detection results with a specific rule. This
rule can be summarized as when the value of hyperparameters γ is fixed, there always
exists a local maximum in the AUC curve. In other words, if the hyperparameter γ is not
changed and the hyperparameter η∞ is smaller than the maximum point, increasing the
value of η∞ will have a positive effect on the detection performance. On the contrary, when
the hyperparameter η∞ is smaller than the maximum point, increasing the value of η∞ will
undermine the final detection accuracy. Consequently, it is necessary to find the best value
of hyperparameter η∞ before conducting experiments. Although intuitively, the analysis
for this case can be interpreted as follows. The physical essence of hyperparameter η∞ is
the confidence level which are utilized to verdict the properties of pixels (targets pixels or
background pixels) according to depth estimation map. If the value of this parameter is set
as a small value, only the pixels with high confidence will be selected, leading to a high FAR
but a low detection rate. Reversely, a high detection rate but a low FAR will be achieved by
SUTDF if we set this hyperparameter as a large value, where the corresponding pixels are
picked out even if they do not have a rational confidence coefficient.

As for another hyperparameter γ, it might make no difference to the underwater
detection results. However, as a parameter to control the grow rate of dynamic threshold ηt,
γ could make a contribution to alter the training process. In order to verify this hypothesis,
we carry out some experiments with different γ values and record the number of conver-
gence iterations as the evaluation metric. The corresponding results are demonstrated in
Figure 17, where Figure 17a depicts the relationship between γ and the number of conver-
gence iterations while Figure 17b shows the function curve of dynamic threshold ηt with
different γ. Obviously, from Figure 17a we can know that γ can control the convergence
speediness of SUTDF by the dynamic threshold ηt. As shown in Figure 17b, increasing the
value of γ makes the function curve of dynamic threshold ηt process a larger gradient value
in the early stage, resulting in drastic numerical changes for ηt. Meanwhile, ηt is exploited
as a sampling condition to construct the training dataset for the target detection network.
Consequently, γ eventually determines the growth speediness of the training dataset for the
target detection network. In this way, if we enlarge the value of γ, the growth speediness of
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training dataset for target detection network will increase simultaneously, and then SUTDF
is capable of reaching the terminal condition with less iterations. However, the value of γ
can be enlarged only in a limited range. When this value is set as too large, the training
dataset will grow before the target detection network has been well-fitted, leading to an
underfitting issue and finally decreasing the convergence speediness of SUTDF.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 16. The 3D plots for AUC values of (PD, PF) of the different experiments on a (a) simulated
water dataset, (b) sea water dataset, (c) river water dataset, and (d) lake water dataset.

(a) (b)

Figure 17. The results of hyperparameter γ analysis experiments. (a) The relationship between γ and the
number of convergence iterations; (b) The function curve of dynamic threshold ηt with different γ.

Based on above analyses, we can finally come to the conclusion that both η∞ and γ
are important parameters for SUTDF and these two parameters should be determined
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carefully before performing experiments. In terms of the parameter settings about these
two parameters in our research work, relative information has been listed in Table 2 of
Section 4.2.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a novel underwater target detection framework named SUTDF was
proposed. This specific framework was composed of three indispensable parts: Joint
anomaly detector, depth estimation network, and target detection network. Due to the
shortage of prior information about the underwater targets, a joint anomaly detector was
developed with different typical anomaly methods to construct a target pixels subset from
input HSI as the guidance dataset for depth estimation network. For the sake of achieving a
low FAR and a high detection rate, the ensemble learning methodology was exploited to fuse
the results of different anomaly detection methods. The experimental results demonstrated
that the joint anomaly detector achieved the lowest FARs under different thresholds and
could achieve a satisfying FAR even if the threshold was set as a small value.

After that, we designed a DNN in the autoencoder form to estimate the depth in-
formation for the given HSI in an unsupervised methodology based on the guidance
dataset generated by the joint anomaly detector. In the encoder part of the depth estimation
network, the 1-D CNN blocks were employed to address the spectral variety issue and
to extract the locally invariant and discriminative spectral features. As for the decoder
part, a bathymetric model was embedded into this structure, which contributed to the
unsupervised training manner and made the SUTDF guarantee the same physical back-
ground as the existing research works. Then, a target detection network that could be
implicitly explained as a binary classifier was established to detect underwater targets.
The training datasets of this classifier were derived from the input HSI with the guidance
of depth information map and an special under-sampling stage. Finally, considering the
generalization capacities of the DNNs, we propose da self-improving iteration scheme
to jointly perform the depth estimation and target detection for acquiring a more robust
and accurate underwater detection result. Corresponding experiments validated that our
proposed method possessed the capacity of achieving promising performance in most of
the underwater scenarios.
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